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     Hungarian immigrant organizations are currently at a crucial cross-road. The     

traditional Hungarian language based groups, established after the Second World War 

and 1956 have not been successful, for the most part, in attracting their children and 

grand children to their various causes, primarily due to the language issue.  The few 

organizations that use English to inform their members get little support from their 

elders, who have mistakenly resigned themselves to their belief that ―none of the 

young people are interested in their traditions and history.‖ 

     Change and adaptation are essential for survival.  In the case of the MHBK (which 

is an organisation that has existed solely outside of Hungary), it can only carry on if it 

adopts the languages of the nations it exists in, or if it establishes itself in Hungary.  

Along with the language issue, the MHBK’s well-known, outspoken far-right political 

activism makes wide-spread acceptance in Hungary difficult, and since non-Hungarian 

residents have little influence on the political landscape in the homeland, the people 

born to immigrant parents cannot relate very well to the prominent political content of 

our literature. 

     Today, leaders must re-examine the purpose of these foundering associations if they 

are to maintain them and carry them forward.  I believe that it is very important for 

veteran’s organizations to exist after the original members have passed away – indeed 

they often die out with their founders.  Veteran’s associations need to stay alive in  

order to promote these most basic tenets: to perpetuate noble traditions (the willingness 

to defend one’s homeland, for example), to preserve and promote history objectively, 

and to educate new generations about the futility of violent solutions to political    

problems, as well as the dangers of violating the sovereignty of other nations. 

     This kind of work isn’t easy – between the lack of support from our elders and the 

disinterest from our youngsters, we have a lot of hard work ahead of us!  There are, 

however, many instances and milestones that reassure us that the work we are doing is 

worthwhile and effective.  Our newest member of the Vancouver Chapter, who found 

us through the internet, is a Russian justice officer in Siberia.  Major Sergey Slakaev 

was born in the city of Arzamas, in the Nizhniy Novgorod region.  When he contacted 

me, he wrote: “Since the middle of the 1980s, many Russians were interested in      

connections with Hungarians.  The capital of the district Mari El - Ioshkar Ola, where 

I lived, officially became the „sister city‟ to Szombathely (a new area of Ioshkar Ola 

was even named Szombathely).” 

     Sergey has a keen interest in military history, spending time as a soldier himself: 

“Most Russian men are required to spend a few years serving in the military. My  

great grandfather served in World War I, and his cousin was in a prisoner-of-war 

camp.  One of my great grandfathers served in World War II, my second great grand-

father worked at the time at an aircraft factory.  My father served in the military from 

1954-1956.  His division was prepared to enter Hungary, but remained on the border, 

and never became involved with the 1956 Revolution.  I first served near Moscow,   

and was lucky to have spent the second part of my military service in the Soviet Air 

Force.” 

     A kindred spirit: “Since high school, I‟ve been interested in military history. When  

I studied at the Gorky State University, I used to go on expeditions searching for    

undocumented war-graves.  I also spent a lot of time reading historical material that I 

found online.  When I discovered what happened at Trianon Palace, and how much 

land was taken from Hungary, I was shocked.  

     I‟ve been collecting military medals for the past ten years.  I started with Soviet 

awards, but I found Hungarian decorations from WW I and WW II to be the most 

beautiful.  For the last three years, I have helped to decorate the windows of our city 

museum on May 9th (our Victory Day).  I display and show my own collection of     

military awards (Soviet, Hungarian, Polish, Romanian, Finnish, Croatian) as well as 

my helmets, bayonets, etc.  I also speak to students.  There aren‟t many books about 

Hungarian military awards in Russia, but in the existing ones I found lots of references 

to Peter Czink and the MHBK.” 

     I think all of us can be very proud of our work and involvement with the Vancouver 

Chapter of the MHBK, and offer the warmest welcome to our new member from the 

Russian Federation. 
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     For me, the most satisfying aspect of collecting is the      

research of the objects and sharing that newly found informa-

tion with fellow enthusiasts.  There is always the initial excite-

ment from the acquisition, but even the most exotic and rare 

piece looses its lustre (both literally and figuratively) if it’s left 

to languish in a forgotten storage box or at the back of a closet.  

Conservation can also be educational, as it brings us closer to 

our pieces, teaching us a little about how it was made and how 

we can best care for it.  I recently purchased the items on these 

pages from a collector in Europe – a uniform tunic, medal group 

and documents belonging to a Corporal György Jung, a member 

of the old Frontline Fighters’ Association. 

     His membership ID card, pictured above, shows him     

wearing the tunic in the collection, as well as his impressive 

medal group.  It is dated from 1936, and lists his rank as v[ona]t 

tizedes - Railway Troops Corporal.  The most exciting aspect of 

this particular ID card is the small printed piece of paper pasted 

to it on the lower right-hand side: a note that he is entitled to 

wear the Frontharcos Bronz Érdemérem, or the Bronze Merit 

Medal.  This is the only mention I have encountered of this 

badge, which is relatively frequently seen on veteran’s tunics.  

The badge, pictured actual size, came in a silver grade as well. 

     Pictured behind the ID card is a receipt for his second mem-

bership insignia (dated 1937.VIII.25.) - a plain, un-enamelled 

buttonhole badge.  The one included with the tunic (still in the 

buttonhole), an enamelled version, was purchased much later, 

after the official colour of the shield was changed to green.       

     Another very important document in the group is pictured on 

the following page.  This is a 1937.X.23. dated document for 

another important badge that is rarely mentioned in the litera-

ture of the veterans’ movement - the Large Enamelled Frontline 

Fighter’s Badge - a type of award that is usually referred to as a 

díszjelvény or badge of honour.  The simple certificate is 

stamped with the association’s town of Bonyhád (region of  

Völgység) headquarters stamp, and states that Jung ―worked 

tirelessly‖ for the organization, and attended ―every patriotic 

event, including the national convention in Budapest.‖ 

     The badge was awarded by the national leadership of the 

veteran’s association, and it is made clear that it is to be worn 

―on the left side of the tunic, above the heart.‖ 
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Jung’s Karl Troops’ 

Cross, along with the 

document certifying 

that he is entitled 

to wear it. 
 

Considering 

the date of the 

certificate, he must 

have lost the original 

one that came with 

his medal, and was 

issued this as a 

replacement. 

Above: The award document for the Frontline Fighter’s 

Large Enamelled badge, (pictured at right). 
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     Jung’s tunic is an excellent example of the standard veteran’s 

association uniform jacket.  It was a modern cut in its day, and 

this one is made from regulation coloured coarse wool.  The 

buttons are the prescribed ―bone buttons‖ (early plastic was 

made from bone or celluloid), and a khaki shirt and black tie 

complete the ensemble.  A white shirt was prescribed for more 

formal occasions, however a great deal of variation can be seen 

in period photos (Jung is wearing a striped shirt in his ID 

picture). 

     This tunic was heavily moth damaged when it 

came into my possession, and I have repaired 

dozens of holes, as well as performing a    

general cleaning and pressing.  Conservation 

is of paramount importance, and any dirt, 

dust or evidence of parasites should be  

removed.  Even when in storage, pieces 

like this should be examined on occasion 

for these kinds of problems.  Restoration 

should only be attempted by people with 

experience, but small repairs can be   

easily done by careful and steady hands.  

Moth-hole repair can be very successful 

with material such as this that is coarse, 

and has no definite grain. 

     The belt and cross-strap, an impor-

tant part of the Frontline Fighter’s    

uniform was not included with this 

group, and was added from my own 

collection.  A coloured backing was 

prescribed for the cross-strap - white 

for the national leadership, red for local 

leadership, and grass green (as for the 

Infantry branch-of-service colour) for 

members.  Jung’s cross-strap has no 

backing in his ID picture, and photo-

graphic evidence tells us that  not all 

members purchased the specially  

coloured wool-backed belt cross-

straps. 

     The original ribbons and medals 

were still attached to the tunic,   

however, they were in very poor 

condition.   The medals must have 

spent many decades hanging from 

their ribbons, which had deterio-

rated considerably.  Not only had 

they faded a great deal, but also 

many of the eyelets in the tri-fold 

ribbons had been pulled right out 

from the weight of the decorations, while 

the hooks were also rusty and bent. 

     Originally, the tailor who made the     

uniform would have provided the appropriate 

cords for the ribbons to hang from, and their 

original positions can clearly be seen in the 

jacket’s lining.  Some of the medals were 

awarded or acquired by Jung later, and the 

original medal group had been added to and modi-

fied a number of times - very haphazardly sewn, safety 

pinned and even tied with string to the tunic.  Although it’s 

always best to leave things as original as possible, I decided to 

make them look a little more presentable. 
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Jung’s medal group and the original ribbons (shown reduced in size).  Not only have they suffered from the ravages of time, 

but they had been re-mounted in incorrect order (and the crossed swords device on the Austrian WW I Commemorative 

Medal is upside-down.  In the background is an old type-written list of his medals that was among his papers. 

The earliest document in this collection is certificate for his Small (or Second Class) Silver Bravery Medal, dated 1916.VII.15. 
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The Order of Vitéz was given the task of administrating the award of the Hungarian 

WW I Commemorative Medals.  Pictured above are the award document and its corresponding medal. 

 

György Jung’s complete set of medals (shown reduced in size), with replacement ribbons (the originals were saved).  

From left to right: the Silver Bravery Medal II class (Ezüst Vitézségi Érem II. osztálya), the Bronze Bravery Medal 

(Bronz Vitézségi Érem), the Iron Medal of Merit with Crown on war ribbon (Koronás Vas Érdemkereszt hadiszalagon), 

the Iron Medal of Merit on war ribbon (Vas Érdemkereszt hadiszalagon), the Karl Troops’ Cross (Károly Csapatkereszt), 

the Medal for the Wounded (Sebesültek Érme), the Hungarian WW I Commemorative Medal with swords and helmet 

(Magyar Hábrús Emlékérem kardokkal, sisakkal), the Other Ranks’ Service Cross, III class -awarded after six years of service 

(Katonai Legénységi Szolgálati Jel III. osztálya, 6 évi szolgálat után), the 1912-1913 Mobilization Cross (1912-1913. évi 

Mozgósítási Kereszt), and the Austrian WW I Commemorative Medal (Osztrák Háborús Emlékérem). 
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Hungarian 

Regulation drawings of the Hungarian Army Model 1926 button, 

in sizes for the greatcoat, the cuffs and cap, and the tunic. 



Regulations 

Gold-on-red decoration for the General officer’s greatcoat: 

on the wearer’s right, laurel leaves decorate the collar tab, and on the left, oak leaves. 



     The Hungarian Frontline Fighters’ Association maintained 

international relations with several countries’ veterans’ associa-

tions during the 1930s and the early 1940s. A manifestation of 

those relationships was the regular participation of the represen-

tatives of foreign ex-servicemen’s organisations at the events 

arranged by the Frontline Fighters. An interesting aspect of 

those international relations can be captured on the pages of the 

25 April 1942 issue of Magyar Katonaújság (Hungarian     

Military Journal). 

     The article gives account of a Japanese-Hungarian          

comrades’ celebration that took place on 19 April 1942, in the 

Magyar Művelődés Háza (House of Hungarian Culture) in   

Budapest, with the participation of Japanese diplomats, the  

representatives of the Hungarian Frontline Fighters’ Association 

and the Magyar—Nippon Társaság (Hungarian—Japanese       

Society). The Japanese diplomatic corps was represented by 

Ambassador Toshitaka Okubo, Major General Wataro          

Yoshinaka, Japanese Military Attaché to Budapest, and his  

adjutant, Major Kenichi Nakamura. Lieutenant General (ret.) 

József v. Takách-Tolvay, leader of the Hungarian Frontline 

Fighters, as well as Royal Prince József Ferenc v. Habsburg, 

Chairman of the Magyar-Nippon Társaság, also took part in the 

event. In his opening speech, the Habsburg celebrity commemo-

rated the help provided by the Japanese military authorities to 

Hungarian  prisoners-of-war in Siberia in 1920, and he stressed 

that virtues such as respect for the ancestors; self-sacrifice; and 

the heroism of women characterized both Hungarians and the 

Japanese. 

     On the occasion of the event, Lieutenant General v. Takách-

Tolvay offered the Hungarian Frontline Fighters’ gift of a flag 

to the Japanese comrades, which was presented by a group of 

Frontline Fighters to Major General Yoshinaka. Subsequently, 

it was the turn of Dr. Imre Rajczy, Secretary-General of the 

Magyar Nemzeti Diákszövetség (Hungarian National Associa-

tion of Students), to offer Ambassador Okubo a handful of   

native soil: the witness of a thousand years of Hungarian history 

– and ―a token of the two nations’ friendship and their prospec-

tive victory.‖ To understand these big words, tinged with a  

flavour of propaganda, it should be pointed out here that     

Hungary and Japan were joined both by the Anti-Comintern 

Pact and the Tripartite Pact in the period, as well as the Hungar-

ian-Japanese Agreement of Friendship and Intellectual         

Cooperation, which was signed in November 1938. (It was also 

in that spirit that the abovementioned Ambassador Okubo was 

awarded the Grand Cross of the Hungarian Order of Merit in 

March 1942, ―on the occasion of the taking of Singapore, a 

HUNGARIAN FLAG AND NATIVE SOIL TO 

THE JAPANESE FRONTLINE FIGHTERS 

by Gergely Pál Sallay 
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great victory of the friendly Japanese nation.‖) 

     As part of the ceremony, the Japanese Ambassador gave 

thanks for both the Frontline Fighters’ flag and the sample of 

Hungarian native soil, and he expressed his hope that links  

between the two countries would become still closer in the   

future and that they would last forever. In his closing speech, 

Elemér Kertész, Vice-President of the Hungarian Frontline 

Fighters’ Association, referred to the joint efforts of the two 

―nations of soldiers‖ in the Second World War. In a picture 

(above) illustrating the cited article, all the aforementioned  

celebrities can be seen, in front of a row of Frontline Fighters 

holding flags. The men behind the table (from left to right) are 

Major Kenichi Nakamura, adjutant of the Japanese Military 

Attaché to Budapest; (most likely) Dr. Imre Rajczy, Secretary-

General of the Magyar Nemzeti Diákszövetség (Hungarian   

National Association of Students); Toshitaka Okubo, Imperial 

Japanese Ambassador to Budapest; Royal Prince József Ferenc               

v. Habsburg (standing); Lieutenant General (ret.) József v. 

Takách-Tolvay, President of the Hungarian Frontline Fighters’ 

Association; Major General Wataro Yoshinaka, Japanese    

Military Attaché to Budapest; and Elemér Kertész, Vice-

President of the Hungarian Frontline Fighters’ Association. 

     A series of photographs about the same event was published 

on the pages of the wartime edition almanac of the Frontline 

Fighters, titled A frontharcos eszme szolgálatában. Owing to 

those pictures, it is possible to find out more about the partici-

pants of the ceremony and also to observe what the flag looked 

like exactly. One of the photographs (on page 10), showing the 

dignitaries standing behind the long table, proves that Isao 

Suido, Counsellor of the Imperial Japanese Embassy in        

Budapest, was also present at the event. He is seen standing on 

the left of Elemér Kertész in civilian clothes. In another picture 

(at right) the moment of handing over the flag to the Japanese  

Military Attaché is captured. A third image (page 10, bottom) 

portrays both the obverse and reverse of the swallow-tailed flag. 

On the obverse the   Hungarian coat-of-arms and the emblem of 

the Hungarian Frontline Fighters’ Association (both in the   

11 

centre) are surrounded by the Hungarian words A   

FRONTHARCOS BARTÁRSIASSÁGÉRT / MAGYAR TŰZHAR-

COS SZÖVETSÉG / 1942 (For frontline fighters’ comradeship /  

Hungarian Frontline Fighters’ Association / 1942), whereas the 

reverse shows Japanese characters (of the same meaning) and a 

large [red] disk (a symbol of the rising sun) in the centre. The 

―Hungarian‖ side, i.e. the obverse of the flag was framed by 

national-colour trimmings. 

     The aforementioned almanac of the Frontline Fighters also 

contains a two-page article on the history of the Hungarian  

association’s relations with Japan. Although in the text there is 

no mention of the event discussed above (the book must have 

been published in 1942, not long after the occasion took place), 

the article gives account of other interesting details of contacts 

between the two countries’ veterans’ associations. Such a    

remarkable piece of information regards Dr. István Mezey’s trip 
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The Frontline Fighters’ Association Badge of Honour, at left, shown actual size.  

A specially made case for this type of badge is being held by the third gentleman 

from the right, in the veteran’s almanac photograph below. 
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The flag’s reverse: 

“To Our Comrades” 

and “From the Hungarian 

Association of World War 

Veterans,” written in Japanese. 

ILLUSTRATION BY PETER CZINK 
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to Japan in 1938-1939. Dr. István Mezey was a lawyer by    

profession who, besides working for the Royal Hungarian   

Ministry of Education, was founder and later chairman of the 

Magyar-Nippon Társaság and honorary professor of Senshu 

University, Tokyo. In the late 1930s, he did not only travel to 

the Far East as the representative of the Ministry of Education, 

but also as the Vice-President of the Section of the Frontline 

Fighters of the 8th District of Budapest. He had been charged 

by President v. Takách-Tolvay and Vice-President Elemér 

Kertész to personally contact the leaders of the Imperial      

Japanese Veterans’ Association (Nippon Teikoku Zaigo       

Gunjinkai) on behalf of the Hungarian Frontline Fighters’    

Association. Dr. Mezey was to present the Association’s 

Badges of Honour to His Imperial Highness Prince Kan’in 

(Kotohito), Chief of the Imperial Japanese Army General Staff 

and Patron of the Imperial Japanese Veterans’ Association, and 

to Lieutenant General Inoue, President of the Association.     

Dr. Mezey met Lieutenant General Inoue on 5 January 1939. 

On that occasion, a group photograph (page 12) was taken, 

which is also featured in the Frontline Fighters’ almanac and   

portrays, among others General Inoue sitting beside Dr. István 

Mezey and wearing the Badge of Honour of the Hungarian 

Frontline Fighters’ Association on his uniform. The man in  

civilian clothes on the left of the Japanese general holds the 

case of the badge in his hands. (A few days later, Dr. Mezey 

met HIH Prince Kan’in, too. Presumably, the Badge of Honour 

was handed over to him, as well.) Unfortunately, the quality of 

all four photographs is rather poor, due to the printing technique 

of the period. Nevertheless, their value as primary sources is    

unquestionable. 

     On the strength of a document preserved in the Hungarian 

Military History Archives, the Imperial Japanese Veterans’  

Association also awarded their Badge of Honour to the Hungar-

ian Association in late 1941. The donation of the Hungarian 

flag to the Japanese veterans was to return that kindness, in fact 

– at least according to the cited source, which is indeed a letter 

of invitation to the discussed comrades’ celebration, dated 11 

April 1942, signed by Elemér Kertész and József Takách-

Tolvay, and sent to the Presidential Department of the Royal 

Hungarian Ministry of Defence. (The officers, NCOs and other 

ranks employed by the Ministry could visit the event free of 

charge.) 

     It would be interesting to know whether the donated flag 

reached the Far Eastern country in those days. If it did, might it 

still be preserved somewhere today? The same question applies 

to the mutually awarded Hungarian and the Japanese Badges of 

Honour. The questions may never be answered, but the above 

introduced events might still attract the attention of those     

interested in the history and foreign relations of the Hungarian 

Frontline Fighters’ Association. 

 

     The author would like to express his gratitude to Mr. Shuji 

Imaizumi, who very kindly helped his efforts by identifying the 

Japanese characters on the discussed flag, as well as to Magyar 

Front Editor Mr. Peter Czink, who had not only put him in   

contact with Mr. Imaizumi and helped his research by drawing 

his attention to most useful sources, but also created a         

prodigious digital reconstruction of the flag, which makes the 

article so much more colourful and valuable. The author would 

also like to thank Dr. Attila Pandula CSc for calling his       

attention to the quoted source preserved in the Hungarian   

Military History Archives. 

ILLUSTRATION BY PETER CZINK 

The flag’s obverse: 

“For Camaraderie” and 

“The Hungarian Frontline 

Fighters’ Association,” written 

in Hungarian, and surrounded by 

traditional “wolf’s teeth”. 
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     Books by MHBK Vancouver Chapter member Andris Kursietis can be ordered through his website: 

www.arkmusiccorp.com – click on Publishing Company in the About Us section.  Kursietis is a knowledgeable historian 

who has done considerable research on European military history.  All books are soft cover, perfect-bound.  
 

The Royal Hungarian Armed Forces 1919 – 1945: 166 pages, $30.00  •  The Fallen Generals: 146 pages, $25.00 

La Regia Marina 1919 - 1945: 66 pages, $22.50  •  The Armed Forces of Latvia 1918 - 1940: 151 pages, $30.00 

The Luftwaffe 1935 - 1945: 144 pages, $30.00  •  Between Kaiser and Führer: 131 pages, $30.00 

Our Bookshelf 

MHBK Vancouver Chapter honorary member Gyula v. Detre’s memoirs, 

History First Hand, printed in English and Hungarian are now available in this new and 

updated edition.  Soft cover, 14.5cm x 22.5cm in size and 210 pages. 
 

 Available for HUF 2,400 at these Budapest book sellers: 
 

 Püski Kiadó, Krisztina krt.26     Gede Testvérek, Hollán Ernő u.37 
 

Szkitia Magyar Ház Könyvszolgálat, Szondi u.60     Fehérlófia Könyvesbolt, József krt. 44 
 

 Also available directly from the author (gdetre@sympatico.ca) for $18.00 plus postage. 

Uniforms of the Royal Hungarian Armed Forces 1926 - 1945 

by Dr. László Tóth.  Hardcover, 22.5cm x 31.5cm, 146 pages. 

Vancouver Chapter Member Péter v. Laborc played a key role in the production of this volume - 

copies can be ordered through the Vancouver Chapter, and will be sent directly from him. 

www.huniform.com     info@huniform.com 

The price of the book is $70.00 

Europe: Airmail - $35.00  Surface - $27.00    

Outside Europe: Airmail - $39.00  Surface - $30.00         

(Please make cheques payable to ―MHBK Vancouver Chapter‖ or Paypal to czink@shaw.ca)  

You can order MHBK Vancouver Chapter member Joseph Gyokeri’s book 

(see Magyar Front July – August 2007 Volume 1X  Issue 4 for more information) 

Memoirs of a Hungary Soldier directly from: 
 

www.lulu.com 
 

Type ―Gyokeri‖ into the search box and you’ll find it.  It’s available through the website for 

$25.00 (soft cover, 15.2cm x 22.8cm, 105 pages), or you can download an electronic version of 

the book for $7.50 (the pictures are reduced in quality with this option). 



Full-colour, full-size (15cm x 17cm) reproductions of the 

World War II Hungarian Military vehicle insignia. 

Printed on square white peel-and-stick paper: $5.00 

Printed on peel-and-stick paper, and cut out: $10.00 

Cut-out and mounted on flexible magnetic material 

(perfect for your car door or tank turret): $20.00 
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     Our 64 page booklet published 

for the 2006, 50th anniversary of 

the 1956 Revolution.  It includes a    

chronology of the Revolution, 

information about historical 

figures, personal stories, revolu-

tionary symbols, a history of the 

National Guard, facts about 

actual combat in Budapest, 

and much more. Black and white 

with colour soft-cover.                                      

$10.00 

All prices in US funds.  Please make cheques payable to “MHBK Vancouver Chapter” or Paypal to czink@shaw.ca 

Full-size replica of the 

Hungarian Officer’s Bronze 

Medal with the Holy Crown, 

or ―Signum Laudis‖ 

on War Ribbon. 
 

This is a good quality 

reproduction of a medal 

that is getting quite scarce - 

an excellent and inexpensive 

replacement for veterans 

medal groups or for display. 

Gold plated, one-piece 

decoration on proper 

tri-fold ribbon.  

$10.00 

Our Shop 

(shown half-size) 

Machine embroidered $7.50 

Hand embroidered with gold and silver wire details  $20.00 

Hand embroidered mini with gold wire details  $10.00 

MHBK 

Vancouver Chapter 

insignia 

Visit the new  Vancouver Chapter online shop! 

www.cafepress.com/mhbk 

 

Our new online shop is hosted by CafePress, an online printing company that provides very high quality merchandise, 

prompt shipping, safe online payment options and excellent customer service.  Check in often for our latest products! 



www.hm-him.hu 


